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Abstract:
Privacy concerns are an important barrier to the growth of e-commerce, e-health, social networks, and ubiquitous computing. While some researchers have argued that people make privacy decisions in a calculated manner (i.e. privacy calculus), others have shown that they are often amenable to decision biases. How can we help users to balance the benefits and risks of information disclosure in a user-friendly manner, so that they can make good privacy decisions? In my talk I introduce interactive and user-tailored approaches to provide user-friendly privacy decision support. In the first part of the talk, I will demonstrate how the form auto-completion tool in modern browsers may counteract users' objective privacy decisions: these tools make it so easy to submit a fully completed form that users may skip weighing the benefits and risks of disclosing a certain piece of information in a specific situation. I designed two new auto-completion tools that subtly encourage users to make better privacy decisions, and tested these new tools against a traditional auto-completion tool in an online user experiment. The results of the study demonstrate that these new tools improve upon the traditional auto-completion tool by making people more considerate of a website’s purpose in deciding what to disclose. In the second part of the talk, I will discuss a way to alleviate some of the burden of making privacy decisions. I propose a privacy adaptation procedure that offers tailored privacy decision support. Using data science techniques, this procedure predicts users’ privacy preferences and behaviors based on their past behavior and known characteristics. It then provides automatic “adaptive default” settings in line with users’ disclosure profile. I demonstrate the privacy adaptation procedure in a demographics-based recommender system that tailors the order of demographic data requests to the privacy preferences of the user.
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